1. The dragon flew from the cave and flapped its wings in the air. It let out a roar and then flew into the valley below. It burnt the crops of the village people and picked up a cow in its talons before flying back into the cave.

2. The snarling dragon shot from the huge cave and flapped its mighty wings in the cold, morning air. It roared fearsomely and then speared downwards into the luscious valley below that was full of swaying corn. The hungry dragon burnt the precious crops of the poor village people, wilting the green stalks with a fierce inferno that began in its cavernous jaws. The beast clasped a cow in one of its sharp talons before flying lazily back into the cave.
A _________, _________, _________, dragon.
A __________, __________, __________, man

with a __________ __________.
Example:

A ferocious, deadly, angry dragon with sharp talons like daggers.
A adjective, adjective, adjective dragon with adjective noun.
A adjective, adjective, adjective dragon with adjective noun.
A _adjective_ , _adjective_ , _adjective_ dragon with _adjective_ _noun_. 
A adjective, adjective, adjective dragon with adjective noun.
Expanded Noun Phrases

In your books, create expanded noun phrases (with similes if you’re brave) for these animals:

Example:
A small, beautiful, blue bird with a yellow beak.
Dear [Name],

Today was...

You are at the park taking your dog for a walk when you see a dragon in the sky above you. You are amazed and watch it breathe fire before flying off into the distance.

Yours faithfully,

A [adjective], [adjective], [adjective] dragon with [adjective] [noun].